
ASPEX: Turbine, Gearbox, and Engine Wear Debris Oil Analysis 

Onsite solutions with comprehensive automated elemental and particle sizing analysis and reporting 

SYSTEM APPLICATION USAGE: 
 

• Comprehensive, onsite, particle analysis 
 
• Full particle size distribution (histograms) down to 0.1 micron 

and up to 500 micron 
 
• Elemental analysis of all particles, indicating internal Detailed 

particle shape information providing mechanical wear mode 
information 
 

 
Figure 1: In situ electron beam image-capture 

TRIBOLOGICAL APPLICATION MONITORING 
AREAS INCLUDE:   

• Aerospace - Jet Engine Condition Monitoring (currently 
developed and operational) 
 

• Medical Manufacturing – Device Coating and Fatigue wear, 
Liquid /Gas Contamination Monitoring 
 

• Renewable Energy Supply - Wind Turbine Condition 
Monitoring (near complete development) 
 

• Existing Energy Supply – Ancillary Power Plant Equipment 
Monitoring:  Cole, Hydro, Nuclear 
 

• Industrial Manufacturing - Equipment Maintenance Monitoring 
and Contamination Levels 
 

• Medical Manufacturing – Device Coating and Fatigue wear, 
Liquid /Gas Contamination Monitoring 

SYSTEM OPERATION AND FUNCTIONALITY 

The ASPEX Systems use a surprisingly compact single hardware 
control configuration for both the SEM and EDX components 
resulting in faster integrated analysis times.  Unlike frame-based 
systems, the dynamic scan control in the ASPEX Systems use 
“stage fields” that are further subdivided into “mag fields”.  The 
“mag fields” represent individually subdivided array regions that 
are defined purely by deflection of the electron beam.  As a result, 
movement between fields is done electronically, as opposed to 
slower frame-based system movements that mechanically 
advance the stage.  Instead of capturing a high resolution image of 
the frame, the ASPEX moves the beam across the full field 
through a sequential array of fairly coarse steps. The smaller 
electron beam focal spot then scans rigorously across each “mag 
field” and a particle is detected when the BSE intensity level of the 
particle exceeds the predefined threshold background set for each 
analysis activity (pre-set or and/or user defined at install).  This 
particle-sizing sequence initiates a “rotating chord” algorithm to 
measure the particle.  At a 2048 pixel resolution, a series of chords 
are drawn through the center of the particle at equal angular 
spacing’s.  Particle size and shape measurements are derived 
from the chords.  All variables are collected for each particle.  
Figure 1 illustrates the dynamic scan and rotating chord algorithm 
sequence along with the flow and output expectation.  

 
After the particle is detected and measured, an energy dispersive 
X-ray spectrum is acquired at the center, perimeter, or along each 
chord for every particle detection event.  Once the particle is 
characterized (size, shape and elemental composition) user-
defined rules place them into a “class”.  If needed, the particles 
can be relocated and further examined by the operator.  The 
ASPEX System further provides a customizable reporting tool that 
automatically generates reports of the analyses targets.  In 
addition, a database stores all results of analyses for use in 
monitoring long term processing trends and comparative post 
processing data mining. All previous analyses can be reanalyzed 
with new rule classification and elemental vector sets at any future 
point. 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: 

The ASPEX System is a compact, rugged, cost effective, and fully 
integrated automated scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
designed for high speed particle analysis in any environment.  The 
ASPEX Explorer™ includes a secondary electron detector (SED) 
and a backscattered electron (BSE) detector for imaging, 
integrated with a silicon drift detector (SDD) for energy dispersive 



X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). The system provides both high vacuum 
and variable pressure modes for characterization and assessment 
of a variety of oil particle analysis profiles and elemental 
composition patterns.  The chamber has a stage that 

accommodates a choice of removable, interchangeable, and 
customizable sample holders.  The built in vibration isolation 
system and the standard 110V operation allows for operation at 
diverse locations without modification. 

 

 

Figure 2: Particle scan-search, sizing chord-algorithm, and EDX elemental spectrum output. 


